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PREFACE.

THIS book has been issued in answer to a repeated call for a

simple presentation of the newer statistical methods in their

application to biology. The immediate need which has called

it forth is that of a handbook containing the working formulae

for use at summer laboratories where material for variation-

study abounds. In order that the book should not be too

bulky the text has been condensed as much as is consistent

with clearness.

This book was already in rough draft when the work of

Duncker appeared in Roux's Archiv. I have made much use

of Duncker's paper, especially in Chapter IV. I am indebted

to Dr. Frederick H. Safford, Assistant Professor of Mathe-

matics at the University of Cincinnati and formerly Instructor

at Harvard University, for kindly reading the proofs and for

valuable advice. To Messrs. Keuffel and Esser, of New York,
I am indebted for the use of the electrotypes of Figures 1 and 2.

Finally, I cannot fail to acknowledge the cordial cooperation
which the publishers have given in making the book ser-

viceable.

C. B. DAVENPORT.

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE BROOKLYN INSTITUTE,
COLD SPRING HARBOR, LONG ISLAND,

June 29, 1899.
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STATISTICAL METHODS
"WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

BIOLOGICAL VAEIATION

CHAPTER I.

ON METHODS OF MEASURING ORGANISMS.

Preliminary I>efiuitions.

An individual is a segregated mass of living matter, capable

of independent existence. Individuals are either simple or

compound, i.e., stocks and conns. In the case of a compound
individual the morphological unit may be called a person.

A character is any quality common to a number of in-

dividuals.

The magnitude of a character is a quantitative expression of

the character.

A variate is a single magnitude-determination of a charac-

ter.

A class includes variates of the same or nearly the same

magnitude.

Integral variates are magnitude-determinations of charac-

ters "which from their nature are expressed in integers. Such

magnitudes are determined by counting; e.g. , the number of

teeth in a porpoise.

Graduated variates are magnitude-determinations of charac-

ters which do not exist as integers and which may couse-
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quently differ in different individuals by any degree of

magnitude however small; e g., the stature of man.

Methods of Collecting Individuals for Meas-
urement.

In collecting a lot of individuals for the study of the varia-

bility of any character undue selection must be avoided. The
rule is:

Having settled upon tlie general conditions, of race, sex,

locality, etc., which the individuals to be measured must fulfil,

take the individuals methodically at random and without possible

selection of individuals on the basis of the magnitude of the

character to be measured. If the individuals are simply not

consciously selected on the basis of magnitude of the character

they will often be taken sufficiently at random.

Processes Preliminary to Measuring1

Characters.

Some characters can best be measured directly; e.g., the

stature of a race of men. Often the character can be better

studied by reproducing it on paper. The two principal

methods of reproducing are by photography and by camera

drawings.
For photographic reproductions the organs to be measured

will be differently treated according as they are opaque or

transparent. Opaque organs should be arranged if possible

in large series on a suitable opaque or transparent back-

ground. The prints should be made on a rough paper so

that they can be written on
; blue-print paper is excellent.

This method is applicable to hard parts which may be studied

dry; e.g., mollusc shells, echiuoderms, various large arthro-

pods, epidermal markings of vertebrates and parts of the

vertebrate skeleton. Shadow photographs may be made of

the outlines of opaque objects, such as birds' bills, birds' eggs,

and butterfly wings, by usiug parallel rays of light and inter-

posing the object between the source of light* and the photo-

* A Welsbach burner or an electric light are especially good. Minute
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graphic paper. Move or less transparent organs, such as

leaves, petals, insect-wings, ami appendages of the smaller

Crustacea, may be reproduced either directly on blue-print

paper or by "solar prints," either of natural size or greatly

enlarged. For solar printing the objects should be mounted

in series on glass plates. They may be fixed on the plate by
means of balsam or albumen and mounted between plates either

dry or in Canada balsam or other permanent mounting media.

Wings of flies, orthoptera, ueuroptera, etc., may be prepared

for study in this way; twenty-five to one hundred sets of wings

being photographed on one sheet of paper, say 16 X 20 inches

in size. Microphotographs will sometimes be found service-

able in studying small organisms or organs, such as shells of

Protozoa or cytological details.

Camera drawings are a convenient although slow method of

reproducing on paper greatly enlarged outlines of microscopic

characters, such as the form and markings of worms and

lower Crustacea, sponge spicules, bristles, scales and scutes,

plant-hairs, cells and other microscopic objects. In making
such camera drawings a low-power objective, such as Zeiss A*,

will often be found very useful.

The Determination of Integral Variates.
Methods of Counting.

While the counting of small numbers offers no special diffi-

culty, the counting becomes more difficult with an increase of

numbers. To count large numbers the general rule is to di-

vide the field occupied by the numerous organs into many
small fields each containing only a few organs. Counting
under the microscope, e.g. ,

the number of spines, scales or

plant-hairs per square millimetre, may be aided by cross-hair

rectangles in the eyepiece. The number of blood-corpuscles

in a drop of blood, or of organisms in a cubic centimetre of

water, have long been counted on glass slides ruled in small

squares.

electric lamps such as are fed by a single cell give sharp shadows of

small objects.
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The Determination of Graduated Variates.
Methods of Measurement.

Straight lines on a plane surface are easily meas-
ured by means of a measuring-scale of some sort. The meas-

urement should always be metric because

this is the universal scientific system. Vari-

ous kinds of scales may be obtained of

optical companies and hardware dealers,

such as steel measuring tapes, graduated to

millimetres (about $1.00), and steel rules

(6 cm. to 15 cm.) graduated to of a milli-

metre. Steel "spring-bow" dividers with

rnilled-head screw are useful for getting
distances which may be laid off on a scale.

Tortuous lines, e.g., the contour of the

serrated margin of a leaf or the outer

margin of the wing of a sphinx moth, may
be measured by a map-measurer ("Entfer-

nuugsrnesser," Fig. 1), supplied at artist's

and engineer's supply stores at about $3.50.

Distances through solid bodies
or cavities are measured by calipers of

some sort. Calipers for measuring diameters

of solid bodies are made in various styles.

Micrometer screw calipers ("speeded")

reading to one-hundredths of a millimetre

and sold by dealers in physical apparatus for

about $5.00 are excellent for determining diameters of bones,

birds' eggs, gastropod shells, etc. Leg calipers for rougher
work can be obtained for from 30 cents to $4.00. The
micrometer "

caliper-square," available for inside or outside

measurements and measuring to huudredths of a millimetre,

is a useful instrument.*

The area of plane surfaces, as, e.g. , of a wing or leaf,

is easily determined by means of a sheet of colloidin scratched

in millimetre squares. By rubbing in a little carmine the

* Many of the instruments described in this section are made by the

Starrett Co., Athol, Mass., and by B rown and Sharpe, Providence, tool

cutters.

FIG. 1.
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scratches may be made clearer. The number of squares
covered by the surface is counted (fractional squares being

mentally summated) and the required area is at ouce obtained.

If the area has been traced on paper it may be measured by
the planimeter (Fig. 2). This instrument may be obtained at

FIG. 2.

engineer's supply shops. It consists of two steel arms hinged

together at one end; the other end of one arm is fixed by a

pin into the paper, the end of the second arm is provided with

a tracer. By merely tracing the periphery of the figure whose
area is to be determined the area may be read off from a drum
which moves with the second arm. This method is less

wearisome than the method of counting squares.

The area of a curved surface, like that of the elytra

of a beetle or the shell of a clam, is not always easy to find.

To get the area approximately, project the curved surface on

a plane by making a camera drawing or photograph of its

outline. By means of parallel lines divide the outline draw-

ing into strips such that the corresponding parts of the curved

surface are only slightly curved across the strips, but greatly

curved lengthwise of the strips. Measure the length of each

plane strip and divide the magnitude by the magnification of

the drawing. Measure also, with a flexible scale, the length
of the corresponding strip on the curved surface. Then, the

area of any strip of the object is to the area of the projection
as the length of the strip on the object is to the length of its

projection. The sum of the areas of the strips will give the

total area of the surface.
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The forin of a plane figure of irregular outline has

been expressed qualitatively by botanists, who have invented a

complicated nomenclature for the purpose; this is reproduced
in part here.

Linear, more than thrice longer than wide and of nearly the

same breadth throughout (Fig. 3).

Lanceolate, more than thrice longer than wide and tapering

towards one or both ends (Fig. 4).

Oblong, twice to thrice as long as broad (Fig. 5).

Elliptical, of the shape of an ellipse with an eccentricity

more than .5 (Fig. 6).

Oval, elliptical, with eccentricity from .5 to .1.

Orbicular, nearly circular, with eccentricity less than .1.

Ovate, with the outline of a hen's egg, one end broader than

the other (Fig. 7).

6

A

FIGS. 3-7.

Cuneate or cuneiform, wedge-shaped.

Spatulate, rounded at one end, long and narrow at the other,

like a spatula.

Acuminate, tapering to an angle of less than 15 (Fig. 8).

Acute, ending in an angle of from 15 to 90 (Fig. 9).

Obtuse, ending in an angle of over 90 (Fig. 10).

Truncate, terminating as though cut off (Fig. 11).

Retuse, with a re-entering obtuse end (Figs. 12-14).

Serrate, with small saw-like teeth (Fig. 15).

Dentate, with larger, more obtuse teeth (Fig. 16).

Crenate, rounded teeth (Fig. 17).

Repand, wavy margin, teeth broadly rounded, height less

than breadth (Fig. 18).
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8 9 10

Sinuate, still stronger waves, height equals or exceeds

breadth (Fig. 19).

Incised, with sharp, deep incisions (Fig. 20).

15 16 17 18 19

FIGS. 15-20.

The quantitative expression of variation in these forms can

usually be easily obtained by using an index, or ratio of two

dimensions.

greatest length
Index of Lmearuess, r-r .

greatest breadth

greatest length" "
Lauceolateness, r- -^-T ,

also angle aoc.

greatest breadth

greatest length area" "
Oblongness, ^rrr, also -r-r .

greatest breadth breadth

(greatest Igth.) (greatest brdth.)" "
Ellipticity,

- ->
(greatest length)

for values from 1 to .50.
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(greatest length) (greatest breadth)Index of Ovalness, ',

(greatest length)
for values from .50 to .1.

tt ~ , . , (greatest diam . ) (greatest brdth. )

(greatest diameter)
for values from .1 to 0.

radius of curvature of

" " Ovateness or obovateness. ^ ^ ^ r .

radius of smaller end

diameter at
Cuneateness, > r angle abc (line a-c

diameter at

passing through middle of major diameter),

length of radius of curve at broad

" "
Spatulateness, ^ ^

. .

transverse diameter of narrow

part of organ
" "

Acuminateness, angle abc at apex (Fig. 8).
" "

Acuteness, angle abc at apex.
" "

Obtuseness, angle abc at apex and radius of curva-

ture.
<

Truncatedness, angle abc at apex and radius of curva-

ture.

cosine" "
Retuseness, of | angle abc.

2 X sine

" "
Serrateuess, number of teeth per linear unit of edge,

average angle of tooth.

" "
Dentateness, number of teeth, average angle of tooth,

" "
Crenateness, number of waves, average radius of

curvature of waves.

depth of waves"
Repandness, -, average radius of cur-

length of waves

vature of waves.

depth of waves" "
Sinuateness, : -, average radius of cur-

length of waves

vature of waves.

depth of incision"
Incisedness, -

^ =-. .

opening 01 incision
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Characters occupying three dimensions of

space m:iy be quantitatively expressed by volume. TLe
volume of water or sand displaced may be used to measure

volume in the case of solids. The volume of water or sand con-

tained will measure a cavity. Irregular form is best measured

by getting, either by means of photography or drawings, pro-

jections of the object on one or more of the three rectangular
fundamental planes of the organ, and then measuring these

plane figures as already described. Or two or more axes may
be measured and their ratio found.

Characters having weight are easily measured
;
the

only precautions being those observed by physicists and

chemists.

Color Characters. Color may be qualitatively ex-

pressed by reference to named standard color samples. Such

standard color samples are given in Ridgeway's book,
" Nomenclature of Color," and also in a set of samples manu-

factured by the Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass., costing

6 cents. The best way of designating a color character is by
means of the color wheel, a cheap form of which (costing 6

cents) is made by the Milton Bradley Co. The colors of this

"top" are standard and are of known wave-length as follows:

Red, 656 to 661 Green, 514 to 519

Orange, 606 to 611 Blue, 467 to 472

Yellow, 577 to 582 Violet, 419 to 424.

It is desirable to use Milton Bradley's color top as a standard.

Any color character can be matched by using the elementary
colors and white and black in certain proportions. The pro-

portions are given in perceuts. In practice the fewest possible

colors necessary to give the color character should be employed
and two or three independent determinations of each should

be made at different times and the results averaged. So far

as my experience goes any color character is given by only
one least combination of elementary colors. (See Science,

July 16, 1897.)

"When there is a complex color pattern the color of the

different patches must be determined separately. In case of

a close intermingling of colors, the colored area may be rapidly

rotated on a turntable so that the colors blend and the result-
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ant may then be compared with the color wheel. By this

means also the total melanism or albinism, viridesceuce, etc.,

may be measured.

Marking-characters. The quantitative expression of

markings or color patterns will often call for the greatest

ingenuity of the naturalist. Only the most general rules can

here be laid down. Study the markings comparatively in a

large number of the individuals, reduce the pattern to its

simplest elements, and find the law of the qualitative variation

of these elements. The variation of the elements can usually
be treated under one of the preceding categories. Find in how
far the variation of the color pattern is due to the variation of

some number or other magnitude, and express the variation in

terms of that magnitude. Remember that it is rarely a ques-
tion whether the variation of the character can be expressed

quantitatively but rather what is the best method of express-

ing it quantitatively.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE SERIATION AND PLOTTING OF DATA AND THE
FREQUENCY POLYGON.

The data obtained by measuring any character in a lot of

individuals consists either of amass of numbers for the charac-

ter in each individual
; or, perhaps, two numbers which are to

be united to form a ratio
; or, finally, a series of numbers such

as are obtained by the color wheel, of the order : TT 40%, tf

(Black) 38$, 7 12& G 101 The first operation is the simplifi-

cation of data. Each variate must be represented by one
number only. Consequently, quotients of ratios must be de-

termined and that single color of a series of colors which shows
most variability in the species must be selected, e.g.,N.

The process of seriation, which comes next, consists of the

grouping of similar magnitudes into the same magnitude
class. The classes being arranged in order of magnitude,
the number of variates occurring in each class is determined.

The number of variates in the class determines the frequency
of the class.

The method of seriation may be illustrated by two examples ; one of

integral variates. and the other of graduated variates.

Example 1. The magnitude of 21 integral variates are found to be as
follows : 12, 14, 11, 13, 12, 12, 14, 13, 12, 11, 12, 12, 11, 12, 10, 11, 12, 13, 12,

13, 12, 12. In seriation they are arranged as follows :

Classes : 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.

Frequency : 1, 4, 11, 4, 2.

Example 2. In the more frequent case of graduated variates our mag-
nitudes might be more as follows :

3.2 4.5 5.2 5.6 6.0

3.8 4.7 5.2 5.7 6.2

4.1 4.9 5.3 5.8 6.4

4.3 5.0 5.3 5.8 6.7

4.3 5.1 5.4 5.9 7.3

In this case it is clear that our magnitudes are not exact, but are merely
approximations of the real (forever unknowable) value. The question
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arises concerning the inclusiveness of a class the class range. An

approximate rule is : Make the classes only just large enough to have

no or very few vacant classes in the series. Following this rule we get

t 3.0-3.4;

Classes ... - 3.2

(
1

Frequency 1

I 5.5-5.9;

Classes.... - 5.7

(6
Frequency 5

The classes are named from their middle value, or better, for ease of

subsequent calculations, by a series of small integers (1 to 9).

In case the data show a tendency of the observer towards estimating
to the nearest round number, like 5 or 10, each class should include one

and only one of these round numbers.

As Fechner ('97) has pointed out, the frequency of the classes and all

the data to be calculated from the series will vary according to the

point at which we begin our seriation. Thus if, instead of beginning the

series with 3.0 as in our example, we begin with 3.1 we get the series :

3.5-3.9;
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111 the case of graduated varieties proceed as follows : Lay
off along a horizontal line equal contiguous spaces each of

which shall represent one class, number the spaces in order

.
A

10

9 10 11 13 1312

FIG. 21.

from left to right with the class magnitudes in succession,

and erect upon these bases rectangles proportionate in height

to the frequency of the respective clashes (Fig. 22).
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2 indicates that the sum of the products for all classes into

frequency is to be got, and n is the number of variates.

Thus in the last example :

M = (3.2 X 1 + 3.7 X 1 + 4.2 X 3 + 4.7 X 3+ 5.2 X 7 + 5.7 X 5 + 6.2 X 3

+ 6.7 X 1 + 7.2 x 1) -s- 25 = 5.24,
or

J/i = (1X1+2X1+3X3+4X3+5X7+6X5+7X3+8X1+9X1) H- 25 = 5.08,

M = 5.2* + .08 (5.7
-

5.2) = 5.24

A still shorter method of finding Mis given on page 17.

The mode is the class with the greatest frequency.
In the example, the mode is 5.2.

The median magnitude is one above which and below

which 50$ of the variates occur. It is such a point on the axis

of X of the frequency polygon that an ordiuale drawn from it

bisects the polygon of rectangles or the continuous curve, but

not the polygon of loaded ordiuates.

To find its position: Divide the variates into three lots: those less than

the middle class, of which the total number is a; those of the middle

class, b; and those greater, c. Then a + b + c = n = the total number

of variates. Let I' = the lower limiting value of the middle class, and
I" = the upper limiting value, and let x = the abscissal distance of the

median ordinate above the lower limit or beloiv the upper limit of tJie

median class according as x is positive or negative. TJien %n - a : b =
x : I" I' uhen x is positive, or Jn - c : b = x : I" I' when x is negative.

Thus in the last example : 12.5 8 : 7 x : 0.5; x = .32; the median

magnitude = 5.0 + .32 = 5.32. Or 12.5 - 10 : 7 = -x: 0.5; x = -
.18; the

median magnitude = 5.5 - .18 = 5.32. (Cf. p. 11.)

Every determination of a constant of the frequency polygon
is an approximation only to the true value of the constant.

The closeness of the approximation to the truth is measured by
the so-called probable error of the determination. This is a

pair of values lying one above and one below the value deter-

mined. "We can say that there is an even chance that the true

value lies between these limits ; the chances are 4 to 1 that the

true value lies within twice these limits, and 19 to 1 that it lies

within thrice these limits.

The probable error of the mean is given by the for-

mula
standard deviation [see below] cr

0.6745 X - = 0.6745--=.
I/number of variates \n

It will be seen that the probable error is less, that is, that

the result is more accurate, the greater the number of variates

* 5.2 is the true class magnitude corresponding to the integer 5.
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measured, but the accuracy does not increase in the same ratio

as the number of individuals measured, but as the square root

of the number. The probable error of the mean decreases as

the standard deviation decreases.

The index of the variability, or, of the variates when

they group themselves about one mode is found by adding

the products of the squared deviation-from-the-mean of each

class multiplied by its frequency, dividing by the total

number of variates, and extracting the square root of the

quotient, thus :

sum of [(deviation of class from mean)
8

X frequency of class]

number of variates

This measure is known as the standard deviation.

The probable error of the standard deviation is

standard deviation . . cr

0.6745- =. = 0.6745 - -.

^2 X number of variates y 2n

Other Indices of Variation are the average deviation, or aver-

age departure,which is found thus:

sum of [deviations of class from mean X frequency]
~

number of variates

The probable error is the distance from the mode of that ordinate

which exactly bisects the half curve OMX or OMX1
, Fig. 23; it is equal to

0.6745 X standard deviation = 0.6745o-. Neither of these last two indices

of variation is as good as the standard deviation when n is rather small.

The standard deviation, like the other indices of variation,

is a concrete number, being expressed in the same units as the

magnitudes of the classes. The standard deviation of one lot

of variates is consequently not comparable with the S. D. of

variates measured in other units. It has been proposed to re-

duce the index of variation to a concrete number, independent

of any particular unit, by dividing the index of variation of any

variates by the mean ;
the quotient multiplied by 100 is called

the coefficient of variability. In a formula, CV =
-^.

(Pearson, '96
; Brewster, '97 )
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CHAPTER III.

THE CLASSES OP FREQUENCY POLYGONS.

The plotted curve may fall into one of the follow ing classes :

A. Unimodal.

I. Simple.

1. Range unlimited in both directions:

a. Symmetrical. The normal curve.

b. Unsymmetrical (Pearson's Type IV).

2. Range limited in one direction, together with

skewness (Type III).

3. Range limited in both directions :

a. Symmetrical, Type II.

b. Uusymrnetrical, Type I.

II. Complex.
B. Multimodal.

The classification of any given curve is not always an easy

task. "Whether the curve is unimodal or multimodal can be

told by inspection. Whether any unimodal curve is simple

or complex cannot be told by any existing methods without

great labor and uncertainty in the result.

Complex curves may be classified as follows :

1. Composed of two curves, whose modes are different but so near that

the component curves blend into one
;
such curves are usually unsym-

metrical.

2. The sum of two curves having the same mode but differing varia-

bility.

3. The difference of two curves having the same mode but differing

variability.

If the material is believed to be homogeneous and the curve

is unimodal it is probably simple and its classification may be

carried further.

For classification the rule is as follows : Determine the mean

of the magnitudes. Take a class near the mean (call it Vm )
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as a zero point ;
then the departure of all the other classes

will be - -

1,
- -

2,
- 3, etc., and + 1, + 2, -f- 3, etc.

Add the products of all these departures multiplied by the

frequency of tie corresponding class and divide by n; call

the quotient r t .

Add the products of the squares of all the departures multi-

plied by the frequency of the corresponding class and divide

by n; call the quotient r?.

Add the products of the cubes of all the departures multiplied

by the frequency of the corresponding class and divide by n;

call the quotient r 3 .

Add the products of the fourth powers of all the departures

multiplied by the frequency of the corresponding class and

divide by n; call the quotient v 4 . Or,

V V ~\ = departure of Vm from mean. Vm being
n

known, M may be found [J/ = Vm + vC\\
*

v - vmy
n

n

n

The values r lt r 2 ,
r 3 ,

r 4 ,
are called respectively the first,

second, third, and fourth moments of the curve about Vm .

To get the moments of the curve about the mean, either of

two methods (A or B) will be employed. Method A is used

when integral variates are under consideration ;
method B

when we deal with graduated variates.

(A) To find moments in case of integral variates:

x/i = 0;

(B) To find moments in case of graduated variates :

* This is the'short method of finding M referred to on page 14.
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i 0;

* = v* - rS -f- 1;

a = r 3 3?'iK 2 -f

Also,

= and

F = 6 + 3/3,
-

2/J 2 = the "critical function."

Now the classification of any empirical curve depends upon
the value of its critical function, F.

,(/?i> 0, curve is of Type I.When dispositive and \
'

'.* crn TT
] //!

= 0, ^2 < 3, curve is of Type II.

ft i > 0, yS a > 3, curve is of Type III.

fj l
= 0, /Jo

= 3, curve is normal.
" F is negative and fii > 0, ^ 2 > 3, curve is of Type IV.

An important relation to be referred to later is

6(/?a
- A -

1)

~T~ "'

in which s is an unknown, positive number.

Jf

5 i

THE NORMAL CURVE.

The normal curve is symmetrical about the mode
;
con-

sequently the mode and the median and mean class coincide.

The mathematical formula of the normal curve, a formula

which one does not have to understand in order to make use

of it, is

<x
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This formula gives the value of any ordiuate y (or auy

class) at any distance x (measured aiong the base, X, X', of

Fig, '23) from the mode, e is a constant number, 2.71828, the

base of the Naperian system of logarithms, a is the total area

of the curve or number of variutes, and cr is the Standard

Deviation, which is constant for uuy curve and measures the

variability of the curve, or the steepness of its slope.

To compare any observed curve with the theo-
retical normal curve we can make use of tables. For

the case of a polygon of integral variates the theoretical fre-

/>

quency of any class at a deviation - - from the mean can be

taken directly from Table III. Here x is the actual deviation

from the mean expressed in the unit of the maximum, and cr

is the standard deviation.

For the case of a polygon of graduated variates built up of

rectangles representing the relative frequency of the variates,

Table IV gives the relation of the actual to the theoretical

2?

number of individuals occurring between the values -| and

x x
. By looking up the given values of - the correspond-

ing theoretical percentage of variates between the limits

/ji sp SH

-\ and will be found directly. The ratio maybea a or

called the Index of Abmodality.
The normal curve may preferably be employed even when

/?i is not exactly equal to 0, nor /?2 exactly equal to 3, nor F
exactly equal to 0. Use the normal curve when

Qv t <),, 4

^X 7< 2
3 < 1 and - -^- = 1 .2

?'4

To determine the closeness of fit of a theoreti-
cal polygon to the observed polygon. There are

two methods according as the variates are (A) integral or (B)

graduated.

(A.) Find for each class the percentage which the difference

between the theoretical value y and the observed frequency

/is of the frequency, and find the average of these percent-

ages, which is the index of closeness of fit sought.
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(B) Subtract in order each theoretical value of y from the

corresponding observed value, regarding signs. Call the dif-

ference di. "Whenever in the successive values of <5j there is

a change of sign, divide the product of these successive values

of di, in pairs, by their sum. Call this value 2 ;
make its

sign always minus. Then the difference between the two

polygons in per cent of one of them is given by the equation

= . .

2n

where &i is summated without regard to sign, and n equals

the total number of variates. This is the method of Duucker,
'98. It may be considered a sufficient agreement between

observation and calculation when A < %.

yn

THE NORMAL CURVE OF FREQUENCY AS A BINOMIAL
CURVE.

The normal curve may also be expressed by the binomial

formula (p -f <?)*, where p = \,q \, and I is the number
of terms, less 1, in the expansion of the binomial

;
hence

approximately the number of classes into which the magni-
tudes of the variates should fall. If the standard deviation be

known, I may be found by the equation

I = 4 X (Standard Deviation)
3 = 4crs

.

Example of (nearly) normal curve. Number of spines in

dorsal fin of Acerina cernua, L. (Duncker, '99, p. 177).

F V - Vm f f(V-Vm)
11
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= 5663 - 4X0.15G8 X 0.201 1 + 6 X 0.156S2 X 0.3895 - 3 X 0.;568< = 0.4929.

F = 6 4- .04074 - 7.3996 = - 1.3589. F . M 2
3 = 1-3589 X 0.3653 _ . 66.

W ~^ = 3 X 0.3895' - 2 X .15684 = ^ ^ =
P4 0.5663

n 1900
Maximum frequency = - .= = 1*255.

a- V2n -6041 X V%*

Although somewhat more closely of Type IV (see page 18) than of

the Normal Type, this example may be treated as Normal.

The difference between it and the normal is found below to be 1.39$.

To illustrate the method, and in accordance with Duncker's example,

A is here, exceptionally, calculated by rule page 20.

V M
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Curves of unlimited range on both sides:

*))~fl 1)Q {

Unsyinmetrical, y = y cos 0" e
, where tan 6 = -, Type IV.

CL

2(7-2

[Symmetrical, y = y e
,

the normal curve.]

In these formulas :

y = modal ordinate, to be especially reckoned for each type.

y = the length of the ordinate (or area of rectangle) located at

the distance x from y .

a = a part of the abscissa-axis XXT

expressed in units of the

classes.

e = the base of the Naperian system of logarithms, 2.71828.

Curves of limited range are theoretically different from the

normal curve, which theoretically applies to cases where the classes

have an infinite range above and below the mean. Such an infinite

range is rare in biological statistics, although, as stated, the normal

curve often fits observational curves very closely. The range in

biological statistics may be limited at both extremes. Thus, the ratio

of carapace length to total length of the lobster is limited between

and 1.

The range may be limited on one side only. Thus the ratio

Antero-Post. Diam. .

of a bivalve shell mar conceivably range from to
Dorso-Veut. Diam.

co. The forms of the molluscan genera Pinna (or Malleus) and Solen

approach such extremes.

Asymmetry or skewness is found in Type I (of which Type II is

the symmetrical limit), 'l^-pe III and Type IV. In skew curves the mode
and the mean are separated from each other by a certain distance, d.

Asymmetry is measured by a factor

the result has the same sign as MS-

In Type I, A = ^ VPi~ -.

" "
III, A = 14 V/F-

To compare any observed frequency polygon of Type
I with, its corresponding theoretical curve.

. x \?i/ ,
a:\i 2
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To find j, a , i, "Q, ,'o

The total range, b, of the curve (along the abscissa axis) is found by

the equation

b = Vfrts + 2)

Oj and a2 are the ranges to the one side and the other of t/ ;

!
= y^b da)\ d = aA = VVa ^

a 2
= i> a i ;

nij = ~(s -
2); ?)*! -f m 2

= s 2;

To solve this equation it will be necessary to determine the value of

each parenthetical quantity following the r sign and find the corre-

sponding value of r from Table V. It is, however, sometimes easier to

calculate the value of y Q from the following approximate formula:

l/o
= r

(m, 4- _L(_J_ _ _L _
JL)

"With these data the theoretical curve of Type I may be drawn. Fre-

quency polygons of Type I are found in biological measurements.

To compare any observed frequency polygon of Type
II \vith its corresponding theoretical curve.

This equation is only a special form of the equation of Type I in which

aj =
3 and ?! = JH,. _

As from page 17, ^ = in Type II, 6 = 2cr 4/s + 1
;

since the curve is

symmetrical, d = 0, and

b a rQn + 1.5)
a =

;
nt = J4(s-2); y = -

The r values will be found from Table V.

An approximate formula for y is given by Duncker as follows:

1

a s - 1 4(s- 2)
t/ = --=^

a VZ-ir V'(S

To compare any observed frequency curve ofType III
with its corresponding theoretical curve.
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The range at one side of the mode is infinite; at the other is found

by the formula

a = <r

4 ~
fe. = cr

1 ~
/*" (for Type III).

2 Yfr
A

a a a. ]? +
!

Also, d A ' a
'

The value of r corresponding to p + 1 can be got from Table V,

Appendix.
To compare any observed frequency curve of Type

with its corresponding theoretical curve.
This is the commonest type of biological skew curves.

y =

is a variable, dependent upon x as shown in the equation

x = a tan 0.

The factor (cos 0)
2m

following y indicates that the curve is not calcu

lated from the mean ordinate (M), or the mode (M d), but tliat the

zero ordinate is at M md\ or at a distance m x d from the mean.

a = -
|/ 16(8 -l)-^*-^; m = Y2(s + 2);

md = VW(S -

v=-- --
,

with the opposite sign to MI ;

ir6

0(arc of circle) = 180'

(cos $Y*

r e 3s 12.9

2/o = 'V s-

v= angle whose tangent is .

s

* The foregoing value is approximate and is applicable when, as is

usually the case, s is greater than 2. The exact value is given by Pear-

son as

a e\w
Vo = a /TT

/ (sin 0)'

t/0

R
e
v0
d9

the formula for reducing which is to be gained from the integral calcu-

lus.
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Example of calculating the theoretical curve corre-
sponding with observed data. (Fig. 4.)

Distribution of frequency of glands in the right fore leg of 2000 female
swine (integral variates):

Number of glands 012345678910
Frequency 15 209 365 482 414 277 134 72 22 8 2

Assume the axis yy' ( Vm) to pass through ordinate 4, then:

F
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a 2 = 18.0448 - 3.7965 = 14.2483.

3.7965 X 17.9857

18.0448

14.2483 X 17.9857

18.0448

= '8401-

2000 (18.9846) |/17\9846 0833(.0556 - .2643 - .0704)
X 2.1(1828

^n X 3.7840 X 14.2006

= 475.24, the number of cases in the modal class.

The equation of the theoretical curve is thus

3-784 / r \ 14-201

where x is the difference between the class magnitude and the

regarding signs.

Position of the mode, y = M d = 3.501 - .523 - 2.978.

The mean percentage deviation of the theoretical ordinates from the

observed ordinates is 11.4#* (Method A). This is calculated as follows:

V f y & %
observed theoretical

- 1 0.0 0.0

15 21.1 6.1 40.7

1 209 185.8 +23.2 11.1

2 365 395.1 30.1 8.2

3 482 475.2 + 6.8 1.4

4 414 405.6 + 8.4 2.0

5 277 272.1 + 4.9 1.8

6 134 147.6 13.6 10.2

7 72 65.9 -f 6.1 8.5

8 23 24.1 2.1 9.5

9 8 7.0 + 1.0 12.5

10 2 1.6 + 0.4 20.0

11 0.2 -
12 0.0 11.4*

MULTIMODAL, CURVES.

Multimodal curves are given when the frequency in the

different classes exhibits more than one mode. False multi-

modal curves result from too few observations, or when the

classes are made too numerous for the variates. By increas-

ing the number of variates or by making the classes more

inclusive some of the modes disappear.

* The mean percentage deviation by Duncker's determination with

method B using the same data is 1.73# of area.
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. of
variateg

Classes.., 1 6 32345
FIG. 24.

Distribution of frequency in glands of swine.

, polygon of observed frequency.
, polygon of theoretical frequency (Type I).

- - -
-, normal frequency polygou.

10
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Multimodal curves differ iu degree. The modes may be so

close that only a single mode (usually in an asymmetrical

curve) appears in the result; or one of the modes may appear
as a hump on the other; or the two modes may even be far

apart and separated by a deep sinus (Figs. 25 to 28).

/

\

5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 .5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5

FIG. 25.

Pearson has offered a means of breaking up a compound
curve with apparently only one mode into two curves having
distinct modes; but this method is very tedious and rarely

applicable.

FIG. 26.

The index of divergence of two modes of a multi-

modal curve is the distance between the modes expressed in
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terms of the standard deviation of the more variable of the

components.*
The index of isolation of two masses of variates

grouped about adjacent modes is the ratio of the depression

between the modes to the height of the shorter mode.

The meaning of rnultimodal curves is diverse. Sometimes

\ \

3210 12345678
FIG. 27.

they indicate a polymorphic condition of the species, the modes

representing the different type forms. This is the case with

3210123401234
FIG. 28.

the number of ray flowers of the white daisy which has modes
at 8, 13, 21, 34, etc. Sometimes they indicate a splitting of a

species into two or more varieties.

* I have proposed (Science, VII, 685) to measure the divergence in a
unit = 3 X Standard Deviation, which has certain advantage in species

study.
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CHAPTER IV.

CORRELATED VARIABILITY.
tj

Correlated variation is such a relation between the magni-
tudes of two or more characters that any abmodality of the

one is accornpained by a corresponding abmodality of the

other or others.

The methods of measuring correlation depend upon the

assumption that the variates of the characters compared are

distributed normally about the mode. The method is approxi-

mately applicable to cases where the distribution of variates is

slightly skew.

TThe principles upon which the measure of correlated varia-

tion rest are these. "When we take individuals at random we
find that the mean magnitude of any character is equal to the

mean magnitude of this character in the whole population.
Deviation from the mean of the whole population in any lot of

individuals implies a selection. If we select individuals on the

basis of one character (A, called the subject) we select also any

closely correlated character (B, called the relative) (e.g. leg-

length and stature). If perfectly correlated, the index of

abmodality of B will be as great as that of A or

Index abmodality of relative
1

Index abmodality of subject

If there is no correlation, then whatever the value of the

index of modality of the subject, that of the relative will be

zero and the coefficient of correlation will be

Index of abmodality of relative

Index of abmodality of subject
"

m
The coefficient of correlation is represented in formulas by

the letter p. "\Ve cannot find the degree of correlation between

two organs by measuring a single pair only ;
it is the correla-

tion '-'in the long run " which we must consider. Hence we
must deal with masses and with averages.
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In studying correlation one (either one) of the characters is

regarded as subject and the other as relative. A correlation

table is then arranged as in the example on page 29, which

gives data for determining the correlation between the num-
ber of Miillerian glands on the right (subject) and left (rela-

tive) legs of male swine.

METHODS OF DETERMINING COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION.

Galton's graphic method. On co-ordinate paper
draw perpendicular axes X and T'; locate a series of points

from the pairs of indices of abmodality of the relative and sub-

ject corresponding to each subject class. The indices of the

subjects are laid off as abscissae
;
the indices of the relatives

as ordinates, regarding signs. Get another set of points by mak-

ing a second correlation table, regarding character B as subject

and characterA as relative. Then draw a straight line through
these points so as to divide the region occupied by them into

halves. The tangent of the angle made by the last line with

the horizontal axis XX (any distance yp, divided by xp) is the

index of correlation.

A more precise method is given by Pearson as follows:

Sum of products (deviation subj. class X deviation each assoc.

rel. class X no. of cases in both)

total no. ofludivs. X Stand. Dev. of subject x Stand. Dev.
of relative ;

or, expressed in a formula :

2 (dev. x X dev. y X /)
p =

This method requires finding many products in the numera-

tor, as many sets of products as there are entries in the body of

the correlation table. A portion of the pioducts to be found

is indicated below ;

(- 3.540 X 8
- 3.547 X !- 2.540 X 5

(- 1.540 X 2

f_ 3.540 X 4

|

- 2.540 X 151
- 2.547 X -{

- 1-540 X 58

|

- 0.540 X 9

L_ o.460 x 3

etc.
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A brief method of finding p is given by Duncker as follows:

i -, p
_ v.-/. ojXdev. .yx/) , 1

p is composed of two factors: - - and -

n cr,(

To find
-v~~/.gxclev. y X

/),
M

Separate the deviation from the mean of each class into its

integral and its fractional parts ;
the fractional parts for all

classes below the mean will be equal to the fractional part of

the mean
;
of all classes above the mean, to the complement

of that number. Designate the integral parts of the variants

of the subject by X^; of the relatives by X^, and the frac-

tional complement parts of the means of subject or relative by
1, c 2 . Let /equal the frequency of any deviation in the com-

bination X.X2 , as shown in the correlation table. Draw rect-

angular co-ordinates as shown on page 34 through the zero-

point of the correlation table. Number the N. W. quadrant,
which should include negative deviations of both subject and

relative variants, I
;
the N. E. quadrant, II

;
the S. "W.

quadrant containing solely positive deviations III
;
and the

S. E. quadrant, IV. Then if 2i, 2U , etc., indicate a summa-
tion for the quadrant I, II, etc., and having regard to signs :

n n

The numerator of this fraction consists entirely of whole

numbers
;
of them the following are on their own account

positive: 2I(fX lXJ, ^nifX.X^, 2i(f), 2n(fX,),

negative :

Rule : (1) Find products of integral parts of deviations of

both subject and relative and the combination frequency, for

all four quadrants, and take their sum.

(2) Subtract successively the sum. of the products of the sub-

ject deviations in the first quadrant multiplied by the fre-

quency, and the sum of the products of the relative deviations
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in the first quadrant multiplied by the frequency. Since these

are negative values they will be actually added.

(3) Add the sum of the numbers in the first quadrant ; sub.
tract the sum of the products of the integral parts of the rel-

ative deviations by the frequency in the second quadrant ;

subtract the sum of the products of the subject deviations of

he third quadrant multiplied by their frequency.

(4) Divide the algebraic sura of (1), (2), and (3) by the number
of variates, and from the quotient subtract the product of the

complement-fractional parts of the mean value of the subject
and relative.

To get p, divide
n by the product of <TI and o- 2 .

The probable error of the determination of /j is

0.6745(1 - p')-

p)

Example. Correlation in number of Mullerian glands on

right and left legs of 2000 male swine.

Mean, right leg, = 3.5465
;

<TJ = 1.7195;
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X2 )
= 1142-9 9+1652 ")

= + 806* + 814 + 829
J-

-*- n =^ = 2.5625
- SnAfXi) 200

= - 49 - 51 J

- 5l5 , = - 4535 X .4605 = ^||f

o-lCr2 = 1.7195 X 1.7304 = 2.9754; p = -|4^ = - 791 9
.0 1 04

4/2000 X 1.627

SPURIOUS CORRELATION IN INDICES.

When two characters A and 5 are measured in each individual

of a series of individuals, and each absolute magnitude is trans-

formed into an index by dividing it by the magnitude of a

third character (?as found in the same individual, a spurious

correlation will be found to exist between the indices of

A . B
C

and
C

Let ?'i = the coefficient of variation of A
;

D a = " " " "
B;

V 3 = " " " '< "
C;

Po = " " "
spurious correlation.

The precise method of using p in modifying any determina-

tion of p is uncertain. Pearson recommends using p p as

the true measure of "organic correlation" in the case of

indices.

HEREDITY.

Heredity is a certain degree of correlation between the

abmodality of parent and offspring. The statistical laws of

heredity deal not with relations between one descendant and
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its parent or parents, but only with mean progeny of mean

parents. Any group of selected parents is called a parentage,

the progeny of a parentage is called a fraternity.

In uiiipareutal inheritance, as in budding or asexual

generation, heredity of any character is measured by the coef-

ficient of correlation between the abmodality in a parentage
arid the abmodality Jof the corresponding fraternity. More

strictly, since the variability of the character in the second

generation, cr2 , may (as a result of selection or of environ-

mental change) be different from the variability of the char-

acter in the first generation, cr,, the index should be taken as

P
<T2

The probable error of this determination is

,67450-, /I -
p,,

2

-4/ , m which p 12 means the correlation coem-
cr2 n

cient between the filial character and that of the single parent
under consideration.

The variability of the fraternity is to variability of offspring

in general as |/1 p- is to 1.

In bipareutal inheritance, if there is no evidence of

assortative mating, or correlation between the two parents in

the character in question, the mean abmodality of any frater-

nity will be

'7
11 + P-2 fi-3,

CT 2 0-3

where 7ii .= average abmodality of fraternity ;

A 2 = average abmodality of male parent ;

7i 3 = average abmodality of female parent ;

p, correlation coefficient between fraternity and

female parent ;

p a = correlation coefficient between fraternity and male

parent ;

o-j = standard deviation of fraternity ;

<r2 = standard deviation of male parent ;

<r 3 = standard deviation of female parent.
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When assortative mating occurs, as is usually case, the

abmodality of a fraternity is given by

p 3 pip* cr, Pi Pips
711 = ' A * +

where pi = correlation between male and female parents.

The other letters have the same signification as before.

The strength of heredity in assortative mating is measured

by the formula

1 - P i
9

'

oV

Galton ('97) has shown that an individual inherits not only
from his parents, but also from his grandparents, great-grand-

parents, and so on. The heritage from his 2 parents together

is, on the average, 50$ or of the whole
;
from the 4 grand-

parents 25$ or ^ ;
from the 8 great-grandparents 12.5$ or

;

from the ?ith ancestral generation of the whole
;
the total

/w

heritage adding up 100$. This law has been generalized by
Pearson ('98) as follows :

1 <TO 1 <TO 1 cr 1 CT O

ill = n
---

i -f -#a +5--- *a + rn &4 +2 <T! 4 o-2 8o-3 Ib cr4

where /i! = average abmodality of fraternity.

cr = standard deviation of fraternity.

(T! , (Ji . . . crs = standard deviation of mid-parent of

1st, 2d ... *th ancestral generation.

ki = abmodality of mid-parent of 1st ancestral genera-
tion.

&a ,
k 3 . . . k s = abmodality of mid-parent of 2d, 3d

. . . sth ancestral generation.

The abmodality of the mid-parent of any degree of ancestry

may be taken as the average abmodality of all the contributory
ancestors of that generation.
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CHAPTER V.

SOME APPLICATIONS OF STATISTICAL BIOLOGICAL STUDY.

The Laws of Variation. Darwin and others have

formulated certain laws of variation, such as the law that

specific characters are more variable than generic ones
;
that

highly aberrant characters are more variable than more usual

ones
;
that males are more variable than females. These laws

can be established only by a determination of the Index or

Coefficient of Variation in critical cases.

The causes of variation can be determined only by t

quantitative study of the relation between specific change and

environmental change, or a knowledge of the degree and fre-

quency of sports.

The effect of selection in causing a greater death rate on

one side of the mean than on the other side the production of

skewuess requires the quantitative method for its complete

study. The change in the mode and in the index of skewness

measures the progress of the effect of selection.

The origin of species through geographical segrega-
tion can be studied by the determination of place-modes ; that

is, the modal condition of specific characters of oue and the

same species in various localities. The progress of specific

differentiation will be measured by the change in place-modes
from decade to decade, or by the formation of a binomial curve

in the place of a modal one
;
and by the gradual separation of

the two modes of a binomial gurve.
The definition of species may be improved by being

rendered more quantitative. The relative importance of the

various criteria used in separating species may be determined

by finding that character in which there is least intergrading
between the modal condition characteristic of the two races.

Thus if for two species or varieties of birds both total length
and form of bill show two modes, the better criterion is that

in which the modes are farthest apart or in which the inter-

grades are fewest.
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A basis for an arbitrary distinction between species
and varieties may be gained by determining a degree of

divergence and of isolation which shall be used to distinguish

the two. A degree of divergence of thrice the standard devia-

tion has been suggested as a convenient line between species

and varieties.

Quantitative studies in correlation will give us new cri-

teria for homology by telling us the relative morphoge-
netic kinship of the parts of the body.

Quantitative studies in heredity will give definitive informa-

tion on prepotency of sex or race. By examining hybrids

quantitatively and comparing them with their parents we shall

unravel the laws of inheritance in cross-breeding and the prin-

ciples of mixing characters in biparental inheritance.

In a word, by the use of the quantitative method biology

will pass from the field of the speculative sciences to that of

the exact sciences.
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EXPLANATION OF TABLES.

I. Formulas. In this table the principal formulas used

in the calculation of curves are brought together for conven-

ient reference. The meanings of the letters are explained in

the text.

II. Certain constants and their logarithms.
This table includes the constants most frequently employed
in the calculations of this book.

III. Table of ordinates of normal curve. This

table is for comparison of a normal frequency polygon con-

sisting of weighted ordinates with the theoretical curve.

Example: M = 14.157
;

cr = 0.604 ; Iy = 1255.

(See page 19.)

Entries in Table
V - M corresponding to

2/o V f

X 1255 = 0.0 1

X 1255 = 1.8 2

X 1255 = 20L8 189

IV. Table of values of probability integral.
This table is for comparison of a normal frequency polygon

consisting of rectangles with the theoretical curve.

Example: M. 5.24
;

cr = 0.987. (See page 12).

X -4- cr

Y

11

12

13
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In the example, the curve of which is shown in Fig. 22, the

frequency between the limits is given in column /; the fre-

x
quency reduced to percents in column headed %. The - '- of

the limit is found and the entries in Table IV corresponding

to the quotient are taken. These are added in pairs as indi-

cated, one above and one below the mean, and the sum is

compared with the sum of the observed cases within those

limits (in italic figures). The closeness of agreement indicates

the closeness with which the observed frequency follows the

normal frequency.

V. Table of log T functions of q. This table

will enable one to solve the equations for y given on page 23.

The table gives the logarithms of the values of F functions

only within the range p = 1 to 2. As all values of the func-

tion within these limits are less than 1, the mantissa of the

logarithms is 1
;
but it is given in the table as 10 1 = 9,

as is usually done in logarithmic tables.

Supposing the quantity of which we wish to find the value

reduced to the form r(4.273). The value cannot be found

directly because the value of p is larger than the numbers in

the table (1 to 2). The solution is made by aid of the equation

logr(1.273) = 9.955185

log 1.273 =0.104828

logT(2.273) = 0.060013

log 2.273 =0.356599

log r(3. 273) = 0.416612

log 3.273 =0.514946

log T(4. 273) = 0.931558

or, more briefly, log r(1.273) = 9.955185

log 1.273 = .104828

log 2.273 = .356599

log 3.273 = .514946

log T(4.273) = 0.931558 = log 8.542
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VI. Table of reduction from the common to
the metric system. This is given first for whole inches

from 1 to 99 excepting even tens, which may be got from the

first line of figures by shifting the decimal point one place

to the right. The table may be used for huudredths of an

inch by shifting the decimal point two places to the left.

Other fractious than decimals are given in the lower tables.

VII. First to sixth powers of integers from
1 to 3O. This table is useful in calculating moments.

VIII. Squares, cubes, square roots, and re-

ciprocals of numbers from 1 to 1O54. The use

of this table can be extended by using the principle that if auy
number be multiplied by n, its square is multiplied by ?i

s
, its

cube by n3
,
and its reciprocal by .

IX. Logarithms of numbers to six places.
The following explanation of the use of the logarithmic tables

is taken from Seaiies' Field Engineering, pp. 257-263 [ed.

1887].

APPENDIX IX. The logarithm of a number consists of

two parts, a whole number called the characteristic, and a deci-

mal called the mantissa. All numbers which consist of the

same figures standing in the same order have the same man-

tissa, regardless of the position of the decimal point in the

number, or of the number of ciphers which precede or follow

the significant figures of the number. The value of the char-o o

acteristic depends entirely on the position of the decimal point
in the number, It is always one less than the number of

figures in the number to the left of the decimal point. The
value is therefore diminished by one every time the decimal

point of the number is removed one place to the left, and vice

versa. Thus

Number. Logarithm.

13840. 4.141136
1384.0 3.141136
138.40 2.141136
13.84 1.141136
1.384 0.141136
.1384 1.141136"
.01384 2.141136
.001384 3.141136

etc. etc.
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The mantissa is always positive even when the characteristic

is negative. We may avoid the use of a negative characteristic

by arbitrarily adding 10, which may be neglected at the closf

of the calculation. By this rule we have

Number. Logarithm.
1.384 0.141136
.1384 9.141136
.01384 8.141136
.001384 7.141136

etc, etc.

No confusion need arise from this method in finding a number
from its logarithm; for although the logarithm 6.141136 repre-

sents either the number 1,384,000, or the decimal .0001384, yet

these are so diverse in their values that we can never be uncer-

tain in a given problem which to adopt.
The table IX. contains the mantissas of logarithms, car-

ried to six places of decimals, for numbers between 1 and 9999,

inclusive. The first three figures of a number are given in the

first column, the fourth at the top of the other columns. The
first two figures of the mantissa are given only in the second

column, but these are understood to apply to the remaining
four figures in either column following, which are comprised
between the same horizontal lines with the two.

If a number (after cutting off the ciphers at either end) con-

sists of not more than four figures, the mantissa may be taken

direct from the table
;
but by interpolation the logarithm of a

number having six figures may be obtained. The last column
contains the average difference of consecutive logarithms on

the same line, but for a given case the difference needs to be

verified by actual subtraction, at least so far as the last figure
is concerned. The lower part of the page contains a complete
list of differences, with their multiples divided by 10.

To find the logarithm of a number having six

figures : Take out the mantissa for the four superior places

directly from the table, and find the difference between this

mantissa and the next greater in the table. Add to the man-
tissa taken out the quantity found in the table of proportional

parts, opposite the difference, and in the column headed by the

fifth figure of the number; also add ^ the quantity in the col-

umn headed by the sixth figure. The sum is the mantissa

required, to which must be prefixed a decimal point and the

proper characteristic.
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Example.Fiud the log of 23.4275.

For 2342 mantissa is 369587
"

diff. 185 col. 7 129.5
" " " "

5 9.2

Ans. For 23.4275 log is 1.369726

The decimals of the corrections are added together to deter-

mine the nearest value of the sixth figure of the mantissa.

To find the number corresponding to a given
logarithm. If the given mantissa is not in the table find the

one next less, and take out the four figures corresponding to it;

divide the difference between the two mantissas by the tabu-

lar difference in that part of the table, and annex the figures of

the quotient to the four figures already taken out. Finally,

place the decimal point according to the rule for characteristics,

prefixing or annexing ciphers if necessary. The division re-

quired is facilitated by the table of proportional parts, which

furnishes by inspection the figures of the quotient.

Example. Find the number of which the logarithm is

8.263927 8.263927
First 4 figures 1836 from 263873

Diff.

Tabular diff. =236 .-. 5th fig.
= 2

6th fig.
= 3

Ans. No. = .0183623 or 183,623,000.

The number derived from a six-place logarithm is not

reliable beyond the sixth figure.

At the end of table XXIV. is a small table of logarithms of

numbers from 1 to 100, with the characteristic prefixed, for

easy reference when the given number does not exceed two

digits, But the same mantissas may be tound in the larger

table.

APPENDIX X. The logarithmic sine, tangent,
etc. of an arc is the logarithm of the natural sine, tangent,

etc. of the same arc, but with 10 added to tne characteristic to

avoid negatives. This table gives log sines, tangents, cosines,

and cotangents for every minute of the quadrant. With the

number of degrees at the lef t side of the page are to be read

the minutes in the left-hand column
;
with the degrees on
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the right-hand side are to be read the minutes in the right-hand

column. When the degrees appear at the top of the page the

top headings must be observed, when at the bottom those at

the bottom. Since the values found for arcs in the first quad-

rant are duplicated in the second, the degrees are given from

to 180. The differences in the logarithms due to a change
of one second in the arc are given in adjoining columns.

To find the log. sin, cos, tan, or cot of a given
arc. : Take out from the proper column of the table the log-

arithm corresponding to the given number of degrees and

minutes. If there be any seconds multiply them by the ad-

joining tabular difference, and apply their product as a cor-

rection to the logarithm already taken out. The correction is

to be added if the logarithms of the table are increasing with

the angle, or subtracted if they are decreasing as the angle in-

creases. In the first quadrant the log sines and tangents in-

crease, and the log. cosines and cotangents decrease as the

angle increases.

Example. Find the log sin of 9 28' 20".

Log sin of 9 28' is 9.216097

Add correction 20 X 12.62 252

Ans. 9.216349

Example. Find the log cot of 9 28' 20".

Log cotan of 9 28' is 10.777948

Subtract correction 20 X 12.97 259

Ans, 10777689

To find the angle or arc corresponding to a

given logarithmic sine, tangent, cosine, or co-

tangent. If the given logarithm is found in the proper

column take out the degrees and minutes directly; if not, find

the two consecutive logarithms between which the given

logarithm would fall, and adopt that one which corresponds to

the least number of minutes; which minutes take out with the

degrees, and divide the difference between this logarithm and

the given one by the adjoining tabular difference for a quo-

tient, winch will be the required number of seconds.

With logarithms to six places of decimals the quotient is

not reliable beyond the tenth of a second.
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Example. 9.383731 is the log tan of what angle?

Next less 9.383682 gives 13' 36'

Diff. 49.00 -f- 9.20 = 05".3

Ans. 13 36' 05".3

Example. 9.249348 is the log cos of what angle?

Next greater 583 gives 79 46'

Diff. 235 -r- 11.67 = 20M

Ans. 79 46' 20M
The above rules do not apply to the first two pages of this

table (except for the column headed cosine at top) because

here the differences vary so rapidly that interpolation made by
them in the usual way will not give exact results.

On tbe first two pages, the first column contains the number

of seconds for every minute from I'to2; the minutes are

given in the second, the log. sin. in the third, and in the fourth

are the last three figures of a logarithm which is the difference

between the log sin and the logarithm of the number of sec-

onds in the first column. The first three figures and the char-

acteristic of this logarithm are placed, once for all, at the head

of the column.

To find the log sin of an arc less than 2 given
to seconds. Reduce the given arc to seconds, and take the

logarithm of the number of seconds from the table of loga-

rithms, and add to this the logarithm from the fourth column

opposite the same number of seconds. The sum is the log sin

required.

The logarithm in the fourth column may need a slight inter-

polation of the last figure, to make it correspond closely to the

given number of seconds.

Example. Find the log sin of 1 39' 14". 4.

1 39' 14".4 = 5954".4 log 3.774838
add (q I) 4.685515

Ans. log sin 8.460353

Log tangents of small arcs are found in the same way, only

taking the last four figures of (q I) from thefifth column.
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Example. Find the log tan of 52' 35".

52' 35" = (3120" -f 35") = 3155" log 5.498999
add (q I) 4.685609

Am. log tan 8. 184608

To find the log- cotangent of an angle less than
2 given to seconds. Take from the column headed ( q-\- 1)

the logarithm corresponding to the given angle, interpolating

for the last figure if necessary, and from this subtract the loga-

rithm of the number of seconds in the given angle.

Example. Find the log cotan of 1 44' 22". 5.

q -f I 15.314292
6240" + 22". 5 = 6262.5 log 3.796748

Am. 11.517544

These two pages may be used in the same way when the

given angle lies between 88 and 92
,
or between 178 and 180;

but if the number of degrees be found at the bottom of the page,
the title of each column will be found there also; and if the

number of degrees be found on the right hand side of the page,
the number of minutes must be found in the right hand col-

umn, and since here the minutes increase upward, the number
of seconds on the same line in the first column must be dimin-

ished by the odd seconds in the given angle to obtain the num-
ber whose logarithm Is to be used with (q I) taken from the

table.

Example. Find the log cos of 88 41' 12". 5

(q-Z) 4.685537
4740" - 12'.5 = 4727.5 -

log 3.674631

Ans. 8.360168

Example. Find the log tan of 90 30' 50".

q + I 15.314413
1800" -f 50" = 1850* log 3.267172

Ans. T27047241

To find the arc corresponding
1 to a given log

sin, cos, tan, or cotan which falls within the
limits of the first two pages of Table X.
Find in the proper column two consecutive logarithms be-

tween which the given logarithm falls. If the title of the

given function is found at the top of that column read the
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degrees from the top of the page; if at the "bottom read from
the bottom.

Find the value of (q 1} or (q -f- 1), as the case may require,

corresponding to the given log (interpolating for the last figure

if necessary). Then if q = given log and I = log of number of

seconds, n, in the required arc, we have at once I = q (q I)

or I = (q -\- 1) q, whence n is easily found.

Find in the first column two consecutive quantities between

which the number n falls, and if the degrees are read from

the left hand side of the page, adopt the less, take out the

minutes from the second column, and take for the seconds

the difference between the quantity adopted and the number
n. But if the degrees are read from the right hand side of the

page, adopt the greater quantity, take out the minutes on the

same line from the right-hand column, and for the seconds

take the difference between the number adopted and the num-
ber n.

Example. 11.734268 is the log cot of what arc?

q + I 15.314376

q 11.734268

.-. n = 3802.8 3.580108
For 1 adopt 3780. giving 03'

Difference 22". 8
Ans. 1 03' 22".8 or 178 56' 37".2.

Sample. 8.201795 is the log cos of what arc?

q
- I 4.685556

q 8.201795

/. TI = 3282". 8 3.516239
For 89 adopt 3300. giving 05'

Difference 17 ".2

Ans. 89 05' 17". 2 or 90 54' 42". 8.
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I.-FORMULAS.

M = - = Vm -
Vl . P.E.M = 0.6745-4=. x = V - M.

.

_ . _
0>7979(ri p _

o.6745<r.
n

"i
2(+ I) =

2(aV /)
(+ I).

v

Ms
2

% (for graduated variates) = i
~

a
. 100*.

>v?l

S

A^ (for integral variates) = 2^, 7. . 100$, where fc equals the number of classes.
/ . K

2(dev. x . dev. y . /)
p =-

?i(T 1
cr3

n n
0.6745(1 - p)

Po (spurious correlation) =

(J-J

(index of heredity, uniparental inheritance) = p .

ii = pj 7i 2 + PO 7i 3 [biparental inheritance; unassortative mating].
- -

_ Pi
~

PiPa
^ fj;, j^

Pa
"" PiP

.
^i

. /j. [biparental inheritance; assortative
1 - Pi ^a 1 ~

Pi "a

mating],
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II. CERTAIN CONSTANTS AND THEIR LOGARITHMS.

Title.
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III. TABLE OF ORDINATES OF NORMAL CURVE, OR VALUES_OF

CORRESPONDING TO VALUES OF -.
2/o *

x = deviation from mean, y = frequency.

a- = standard deviation. y = _ = maximum frequency.

X/<r
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IV. TABLE OF VALUES OF THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL

CORRESPONDING TO VALUES OF - OR THE FRACTION OF THE

AREA OF THE CURVE BETWEEN THE LIMITS AND -f
- OR

AND - -
.

Total area of curve assumed to be 10000.

x = deviation from mean.
o- = standard deviation.

X
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V. TABLE OF LOG T FUNCTIONS OF p.

p
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V. TABLE OF LOG r FUNCTIONS OF p.

p
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VI. TABLE OF REDUCTION FROM COMMON TO METRIC SYSTEM.

Inches to Millimeters.
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TABLE VII. FIRST TO SIXTH POWERS OF INTEGERS FROM 1 TO 30.

Powers.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE YIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

Xo.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS.

No.



CUBE ROOTS, AND RECIPROCALS.

No.



TABLE VIII. SQUARES, CUBES, ETC.

No.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 120 L. 079.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 135 L. 130.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 150 L. 176.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 170 L. 230.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 190 L. 278.] [No. 214 L. 332.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.
1



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

Xo. 240 L. 380.]



TAIJLi: IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 270 L. 431.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 300 L. 477.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 340 L. 531.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 380. L. 579.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 415 L. 618.] [No. 459 L. 662



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 460 L. 662.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 500 L. 698.] [No. 544 L. 736.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 545 L. 736.]



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 585 L. 767.] [No. 629 L. 790.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF LUMBERS.

Ko. 630 L. 799.] [No. 674 L. 829.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 675 L. 829.] [No. 719 L. 857.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 720 L. 857.] [No. 76* L. 883.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 765 L. 883.] [No. 809 L. 908.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OP NUMBERS.

No. 810 L. 908.] [No. 854 L. 931.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 855 L. 931.] [No. 899 L. 954.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No 900 L. 954.1 [No. 944 L. 975.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 945 L. 975.] [No. 989 L. 995.



TABLE IX. LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS.

No. 990 L. 995.]



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 179<

II



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SIXES, 178

/



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

/



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SIXES, 176

/



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 174

/



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
173'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 172

/



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 170 C

/



10
COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

169"

'



11'
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 168'

/



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
167'

'



13
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 166'

'



14 COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS. 165=

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 164'

'



16= COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS. 163'

'



17 C TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 162"

1



18 C COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

'



19"
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, ICO'

' Sine.



20 COSINES, TAN-GENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
159-

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 158



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
157

1



23*
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 156'

i



24 COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
155'



25<
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SIXES, 154

/



26
COSINES, TANGENTS, AM) COTANGENTS.

153'

1



27<
TABLE X.- -LOGARITHMIC SINES.

/



28 COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
151'

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 150

'



30
COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

'



31'
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SIXES, 148

'



32 COSINES, TANGENTS. AND COTANGENTS.
147=

/



83
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 1*6

'



34'
COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

145'

'



35'
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SIXES, 144'

/



36
COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.

143'

/



S7<
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 142'

'



COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS. 141'

/



39
TABLE x. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 140*

'



40 COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
139

'



TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES, 138



42 C COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS. 137

'



13
TABLE X. LOGARITHMIC SINES,

'



44 COSINES, TANGENTS, AND COTANGENTS.
135<

'



5 g
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